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Lucent Lighting
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INTRODUCTION

The Kiira Motors Project is an industrial development intervention
by the Government of the Republic of Uganda aimed at establishing
capabilities for commercial production of vehicles in Uganda. Kiira
Motors Corporation (KMC), a company fully owned by Government
registered by Uganda Development Corporation has been established
as the pioneer Automotive OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) in
East and Central Africa for the commercial production of Kiira Vehicle
Technology and derivative products and services with specific focus on
passenger vehicles.
The Kiira SMACK, a 5-seater D-Segment sedan has been benchmarked
as the flagship production vehicle platform with packaging options (2,
4, or 5 Door); Trim Level (Base, Premium, or Limited); and Powertrain
Options (ICE, Mild Hybrid or EV). Series production of the Kiira SMACK is
expected to start in 2018.

The Government of Uganda has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with Hinduja
Group aimed at the establishment of the KiiraAshok-Leyland joint venture for manufacturing
of Trucks and Buses in Uganda.
The Kayoola Solar Bus is a 35-seater electric
solar bus with zero tailpipe emissions, a range
of 80 km, with latent range extension from
the real-time charging enabled by the roofmounted solar panels.

Through appropriate technological incubation
and industrialization, the Kayoola Solar Bus
shall provide an alternative locally sourced
eco-friendly public transport solution.
The development of the Kayoola Solar Bus
Concept represents the commitment of the
Kiira Motors Project to championing the
progressive development of local capacity
for Vehicle Technology Innovation, a key
ingredient for institutionalizing a sustainable
Vehicle Manufacturing Industry in Uganda.

The Future
The development of the Kayoola Solar Bus Concept
represents the commitment of the Kiira Motors Project
to championing the progressive development of local
capacity for Vehicle Technology Innovation in Uganda .
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KAYOOLA
The Kayoola offers a smoother and
cleaner ride, experiencing less vibration
and less noise.

KAYOOLA SOLAR BUS
The Kayoola is a mid-capacity, standard
bus designed to carry 35 people including
the driver. It is a Semi Deluxe Bus as it has
been designed for higher comfort levels
with provision for ergonomically designed
seats. It has one service door for use for
the driver and passengers.
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The prototype which is designed to serve as an Executive
City bus, is easy for riders to spot, thanks to the pearl
white color adorned by the colors of the national flag. Its
uncompromising beauty, elegant design and luxurious
interior space bring to mind the rich heritage of the Pearl
of Africa. The pearl white body, and wide sliding windows
give the Kayoola a graceful exterior, with the proprietary
design grille complementing the front.

STARTLING
AND
REFRESHINGLY
DIFFERENT
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he Kayoola bus concept represents the next
generation of public transport for cities within the
region. The first of its kind on the African continent,
the Kayoola Solar bus relies on lithium-ion batteries to
power an electric motor that is coupled to a 2-speed
pneumatic shift transmission. This technology serves to
conserve the environment and public health. The telltale
signatures of traditional diesel engine buses - plumes of
dark smoke blowing out of the tailpipe and a grumbling
engine sound — are replaced by a soft whine as soon as
the electric bus accelerates.

The Kayoola bus will be easier to maintain, in terms of
not having to change oil as is done in the diesel-powered
buses and not having to repair hydraulic lines that run
through a conventional bus. The bus is expected to run
80km, or virtually a full operational day (for example
Kampala – Entebbe – Kampala), between recharges.
The Kayoola offers a smoother and cleaner ride,
experiencing less vibration and less noise as the result
of replacement of the usual internal combustion diesel
engine with an electric machine.. The City will love the
Kayoola as it quietly cruises past its noisy polluting
competitors.
KAYOOLA BUS
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REDEFINED COMFORT

A

b oard the Kayoola, feel the comfort
of being
driven by silent green
energy and being engulfed in a cozy
beige interior. The windows usher in the bright
natural light during the day that is enhanced
by the warm beige interior finishing to give a
magnificent relaxing feeling. During the night,
an opulent lighting system fills the cabin with
an ambiance of refinement and elegance.
Safety and comfort are manifest with class
leading cabin space, ceiling to floor, legroom
designed for supreme passenger wellbeing,
armrests for each passenger and 2-point
seatbelt units on every seat.
The cabin is carefully engineered for sound
insulation to deliver quieter and tranquil
experience during transit. The custom
ergonomic lumber support seats adorn the
interior with first class treatment in material

selection and craftsmanship. Choice quality
leather and posture-springing cushion for
maximum luxury and comfort tell it all. The
conveniently accessible lightweight luggage
rails nestle gently overhead in lateral situations
on the cabin’s interior side walls.
The ambiance of refinement and elegance is
specially designed with style and packaged
with features to facilitate moments of personal
reflection, light reading, note taking while
riding home or to work. Keep in touch with
family, friends and business, check email, and
connect to your social networks through our
dedicated onboard high speed Wi-Fi Network.

SAFETY AND
COMFORT
ARE
MANIFEST
WITH CLASS
LEADING
CABIN SPACE

The onboard entertainment abounds with
two retractable 17 inch screens that flip down
from the ceiling for a cozy cruise in style. Its
surround sound generated by state-of-the-art
3 way Pioneer speakers takes you to another
realm of uncompromising secure serenity.
The request to alight from the bus is done
through a mere push button – the archaic
way in which Ugandans shout ‘mas’awo’ is
eliminated. The bus is designed to guarantee
less worry and more comfort for passengers
during transit. The quintessential luxury
people mover will initially operate as a city bus
and later be adopted for long distance trips.
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THE SEAT

Isometric View
Passenger and Driver’s Seats

In response to customer demand for
improved comfort and style, engineers and
designers go through an evolving process
guided by design and engineering principles
to develop a custom seat for the Kayoola Bus.

A wide range of materials and colors blends
are considered for selection but only the finest
quality of beige leather is chosen because of
its unique and uncompromising attributes in
delivering comfort and elegance.

Through aggressive brainstorming sessions
and concept sketching, the initial seat
outline takes shape. This is done carefully
while being mindful of the key customer
requirements and industry standards
conforming to comfort, style and safety. The
iterative sketching and concept development
process shapes a sublime piece of art that
can be translated into 2D and 3D computer
models for more detail and perspective.

The Kayoola seats are handcrafted, giving
special attention to the smallest detail to
ascertain quality and class. The cushy seat
surfaces yield an immediate sensation of
comfort, yet there is a firmer interlayer and
a solid metal structure beneath that provide
the all-important support during the bumpy
terrains.

Models
Passenger Seats

The bucket-shaped, soft-touch leather
seats exhibit clean and crisp lines which are
Computer impressions and engineering seamlessly integrated into the surfaces to
drawings are used as guidelines to depict a waterfall; the source of inspiration.
construct a physical prototype seat. Minor Embellished by foldable armrests on each
modifications are made to the prototype seat side, two-point safety belts, beautifully
where necessary, leading to a final design. defined edges and lines, the Kayoola seats
The adopted procedure is highly cost- deliver an exhilarating effect in the bus’s
effective due the significant waste reduction interior.
and conforms to the standard product
development process.
Concept Sketches
Passengers and Driver’s Seats
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TECHNOLOGY

All drive components on the bus are controlled
by the Vehicle Control Unit. The CANvu Display
on the instrument panel shows the appropriate
vehicle status i.e. Initializing and Ready, Drive
Positions (Park, Reverse, Neutral and Drive), as
well as the battery parameters such as the State
of Charge, Voltage, and Cell Temperature.

W

a nt to be recognized as elegant and fashionable?
Take a ride in the premium bus today and it all
comes to you just like that. Built on the latest and
most profound technology, the Kayoola bus guarantees you reach
your destination safe and sound. The bus has been designed
with the African terrain in perspective, making it a worthy custom
transport solution.

The low voltage electronics are powered by a
DC-DC Step down converter unit and an auxiliary
24V battery. The DC-DC converter unit also
charges the auxiliary 24V battery and maintains
it at a preset voltage level to enable it have the
acceptable voltage level to start the bus systems.

The bus features a unique combination of two separate battery
banks installed on both sides of the bus. This aims at enabling
usage of one battery pack at a time while the other pack is
being charged. Primary charging of the battery pack is achieved
through a quick DC charging station- the ORCA Mobile Charger.
The charger inputs 3-phase power and outputs DC power that is
used to charge the batteries. The maximum power output of the
charger is 50kW. Therefore it can charge both battery banks in 1.4
hours when delivering maximum power.
Charging of the battery pack on the fly is achieved by the on-board
solar system installed on the bus. The solar system utilizes the solar
array installed on the roof to harvest solar energy from the sun
and convert it to electrical energy. The generated electric power
is stepped up in terms of voltage to permit the charging process.
This is achieved by a DC-DC boost converter which interfaces the
low voltage from the solar charge controller to the high voltage
bus to charge the battery pack. Either battery pack can be charged
at a given time depending on the State of Charge of each.
This switching process is implemented by an Automatic Changeover Switch that is controlled by the Vehicle Control Unit. The
Lithium-ion battery packs are solely responsible for traction and
supply of power to secondary loads such as the 24V auxiliary
battery and Automatic Changeover switch. The propulsion
system is electronically controlled using various driver controls
which transmit the driver’s input signals electronically over a CAN
network.
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ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES

S

o , where will you go next? Whether moving around the city or planning a trip
upcountry, the Kayoola has got your back. The Kayoola is specially engineered
to make your trips easier, more productive and most importantly enjoyable.

Through the inbuilt Wi-Fi network, the Kayoola brings high speed internet to your
smartphone, tablet or computer. Enjoy the limitless world of Watsapp, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube and Email everywhere. Allowing you to stay connected with friends,
family and business on the go.
We understand that life without our beloved electronic gadgets is almost unbearable.
That is why the hybrid bus edition is designed to have accessible power outlets
integrated to the elegant passenger seats; purposely to keep your gadget’s battery
alive. Allowing you to stay connected to the rest of the world, enjoy your favorite
games or watch the latest blockbuster from Hollywood throughout the journey. Long
distance journeys need not be a nightmare but rather something look up to.
Back in time, navigating your way around unfamiliar city streets required the willing
co-operation of another person- preferably one able to decipher maps and issue clear
and timely instructions. Those days, are well behind us for luxury passenger car brands.
However traditional public transport vehicles still trail on that front for lack of
navigation systems. Thankfully to Kayoola’s advanced navigation system, you will be
able to rightly tell places in and around city; a feature perceived to reside exclusively in
luxury brands. Taking you closer to your dreams!
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GOING PLACES

Many cities are looking at ways that they
can incorporate green technology into
their municipal infrastructure. One strong
indigenous endeavor is the Kayoola Solar
Bus here in Kampala, Uganda. This vehicle is
the first green mass transit effort for the city
- a testament to a growing love affair with
renewables in the city.

THE STORY OF
HOME-GROWN,
GREEN
TRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS
STARTS HERE

Named after a native tribal word to mean
‘mass transit’, the vehicle can carry three
dozen souls on a very quiet, zero emissions
comfortable ride. Thanks to the solar boost,
the Kayoola’s electrical range mileage is
enhanced between recharges and with zero
chance for need of an oil change or hydraulic
line fault.
A regional standard has been raised in
technological environmental sustainability
with no way to go but further up. The Kayoola
sets a green precedence and inspirational
trend for the technological future in urban
mobility for the region. This boldness with
impeccable style is a solid foundation for
a place in history and a future legacy to
behold.
From Kampala to Mombasa, Nairobi to Dares-Salaam, the pages of the story of homegrown, green, transportation solutions
start here – with the Kayoola solar bus. For
every vehicle mile, zero carbon emissions
are added to the transportation sector as it
drives on the road towards a clean, energyefficient future.
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CITY
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AND LONG
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TRAVEL NEEDS
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TOGETHER
WE CAN
“In today’s world, talent is so critical

to the success of what you’re doingtheir core competences and how
well they fit into your office culture.
The combination can be, well,
extraordinary. But only if you bring in
the right people.
Mindy Grossman, CEO of HSN

”

The Kiira Motors Project is built on a
solid foundation of a highly talented
and cross-functional team. Extremely
disciplined, motivated, and committed
to development of the next generation
transportation solutions to move the
world.
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Driven by a competent team of
engineers, designers and managers,
Kiira Motors set foot print in the
automotive industry with the Kiira EV
concept vehicle, the Kiira EV SMACK
hybrid vehicle and most notably the
alluring Kayoola Solar Bus. Unified
by the mutual desire to have a fair
share in transforming both passenger
and public transport, the team is
continuously challenged to stay at the
helm of innovation and creativity.

TOGETHER
EVERYONE
ACHIEVES
MORE

KAYOOLA BUS
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Passenger Cabin

Front view
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Mobility means to move from one place to
another, it facilitates discovery, exploration
and communication. Sustainable mobility
goes beyond the bounds of movement
or discovery; it safeguards the built
environment, the earth in general and
enables us to communicate not only
today but tomorrow and forever. The
Kayoola Bus has been designed to not
only aid public transport in the city, but
its contemporary, elegant and smart
electric design will reduce the impact of
public transport on the environment and
galvanize the current movement to the
preservation of our planet in the long run.
It is the solution to public transport that
Africa has been waiting for.
Thatcher Nakimuli

I WAS
BORN IN THE
ARMS
OF
CREATIVE
FRIENDS

Few words can describe a team with a
vision to challenge the framework of
a developing world. Determination,
pride, focus, motivation, well I call it
Passion. It’s an honor to be part of a
team that boldly goes when few dare
to tread. Changing minds to realize
the future today.
Jonathan Kasumba
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The Kayoola is a clean energy
transport solution customly designed
for zero green house emissions with a
solar system adapted to its propulsion
system for range extension and as
such more clean transport solutions
such as this should be promoted to
preserve a clean environment for the
future of Uganda, East Africa, Africa
and the world at large.
Enock Treasure Mwesigwa

KAYOOLA BUS,
TRANSFORMING
THE LIVES
OF
SOCIETY
KAYOOLA BUS
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SPECIFICATIONS

Powertrain

Features

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Seating capacity

35 seats including the driver seat

Propulsion system

Electric Motor

Power source

Battery pack and solar panels

Door type

Single lock, manually operated door

Tire type

10.00 R20

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Traction motor

Remy HVH250-115-DOM Electric Motor
Max Power: 150kW
Continuous Power: 100kW
Maximum Torque: 400Nm
Continuous Torque: 210Nm

Motor controller

Rinehart Motion Systems AC Motor Controller PM
150DZ
Maximum DC Operational Voltage: 720 V

Batteries

Cell Type: Li-ion
Energy Capacity: 70kWh
Total Ampere hours: 180AH

On board solar charging system

Solar Array: 9 AFR-130W and 3 YL-50W solar panels
Solar Charge Controller: Morningstar Tri-Star 60
Terminal Voltage: 24V

Off board charging system

ORCA-Mobile Charger
Input Voltage: 3-phase, 415V
Max Power Output: 50kW
Protocol: CHAdeMo Standards 0.9 and 1.0

Auxiliary Battery

24v( 2 x 12v) - 60Amp.Hr

Bus Dimensions
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Length

9140mm

Height

3220mm

Ground clearance

400mm

Track width

2590mm

Wheel base

4650mm

Rear overhang

2500mm

Front overhang

1900mm

Performance
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Top speed

100kph

Electric range

80km

Approximate Range Extension by Solar

12km

Gradeability

17.63%
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Transmission
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Gearbox

Integrated Gears
2 Gear Automatic Transmission 1:1 and 3:1

Suspension system
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Front

Front Axle with progressive dual rate swing
cantilever leaf springs with a hydro pneumatic
shock absorber

Rear

Rear Axle with progressive dual rate swing
cantilever leaf springs only

KAYOOLA BUS
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Infotainment System

Frame Structure
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Frame

All Steel, Bolted and Welded Construction

Steering System
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Steering

Power Assist Steering (Hydraulic)

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

1 Multi Disc Music Player

Sony Xplod MED-DV 1700U
USB AV Play back
Playability: WMA,mp3, AAC, Video CD, XVid, DVD,
MPEG-4
Sound: Multi-CH DECODER, DOLBY DIGITAL
Advanced Sound Engine: EQ7, CSO, LPF/HPF
Intelligent Time Alignment
Visual: Picture EQ, Album Artwork Display

2 TFT LCD Screens

Screen Size: 17 Inch
Display Format: 16:9
NTSC/PAL Auto Compatible

4 Speakers

Pioneer TS-A697 4S
3 Way Speakers/ 6” X 9”
Max. Music Power: 500W
Impedance: 4 Ohms
Sensitivity: 91dB (+/- 1.5)
Frequency Response: 27Hz to 27 kHz

Braking System
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Brakes

Air Brake System, Dual line, 's'cam operated

Parking Brake

Pneumatic hand brake flick Valve.

Safety glass and fitting
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Front windscreen

3 piece laminated safety glass lined with PVB film,
curved on the sides

Rear windscreen

3 piece flat laminated safety glass

Windows

Slide type glass window panels

Interior Material
DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Floor

Checkered plates, bolts and aluminum strips/
cladding boarded

Interior side panels

Formica, super strong adhesive

Windows

Aluminum case frames, plastic clips, silicon
adhesive

Roof

Fiberboard MDF, aluminum strips/cladding
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